Learning Contract
IntS 1066 Introduction to Britain

Student's Name: J. R. Sample
Grade Contracted: A

Acquire Background Information on Historical Eras and Aspects of Society

Goals
1. __ participate in seminar activities
2. __ demonstrate knowledge

Methods of Demonstration
1. __ present and lead discussion on Roman Brit and civil society
2. __ complete forms

Visit and Reflect on Sites and Museums Associated with Historical Eras and Social Institutions

Goals
3. __ reflect on historical sites
4. __ reflect on history in museums
5. __ reflect on aspects of society in contemporary Britain

Methods of Demonstration
3. __ complete 4 forms
4. __ complete 4 forms
5. __ complete 4 forms

Integrate Knowledge Gained from Readings and Experiences

Goals
6. __ integrate info on historical development of Britain
7. __ integrate info on contemporary Britain

Methods of Demonstration
6. __ complete journal
7. __ complete journal

Signed (student): J. R. Sample
Date: 22/01/05

Signed (instructor): 
Date: 